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Equalitas news,
the quarterly newsletter dedicated
to the sustainability in the wine sector.

EQUALITAS NEWS

E

qualitas newsletter offers the latest updates on
the world of sustainability, telling the best “sustainable practices” in the wine and agri-food
sector, the progress of scientific research and technological innovation, regulatory innovations and appointments. This new information tool want to raise
awareness among operators in the wine supply chain

EDITORIAL

The future of great wine regions passes through environmental, social and economic sustainability.
Quoting Riccardo Ricci Curbastro, President of Federdoc, which participated in the “Italian Denominations: From The Control Program to the Future” panel
at wine2wine, the business forum event organised by
Veronafiere and Vinitaly.
Ricci Curbastro briefly reviewed the last steps undertaken by the Consortia, to set out some guidelines
for the future. “The world of the Consortia - recalled
Ricci Curbastro - is made of winemakers, and therefore of dreamers able to wait four years for the grapes, and then eanother four years for the first wine.
This hallmark has a significant impact on all other
choices. When the world of designations decided to
change the control system conferring that task to external certification companies, we did a service to the
market. Today PDO wines consumers are ensured of
origin, sources and data concerning the product with
a system that also allowed us to emerge unscathed
from some unfortunate stumbling.
“Now - explained Federdoc President - it’s time to
question the future again: inevitably, a great wine comes from a great territory. Great because the winemakers are also dreamers who are able to think of a

on the importance of approaching a certification process. The benefits of this path towards sustainability
concern both the commercial sphere, guaranteed by
increasingly demanding consumer targets, and the
image and credibility of the certified company, as well
as the internal management processes.
Riccardo Ricci Curbastro, Equalitas President
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great wine, take it around the world, promote it, and
protect its brand. A territory is excellent because travelling along it, I have the feeling of being in a land up
to my expectations not only from a qualitative stand
poiny but also for its sustainability.
Sustainability is primarily environmental, it’s not just
about organic production, but also about biodiversity the carbon and water footprint of the vineyard
and everything around it. The social pillar, which may
seem unclear, has shown all its importance: in the
last few months recall the devastating effects of refugee camps which have literally enslaved people to
harvest tomatoes. These aspects will make the quality of Italian wine in the future: traceability, a certainty of the origin, and sustainability. We believe that
sustainability must have general rules set by the State but must be entrusted to individuals. It is not just
a question of writings rules and continually transforming them through new scientific knowledge, but a
standard is also characterised by being recognised
abroad by large international buyers and that is something only private entities can ensure. Meanwhile, the world of Consortia has created Equalitas, but
we expect other partners to join in this challenge,
perhaps by making Equalitas a foundation available
to the world of Italian wine.
Environmental sustainability, moreover, has been on
the agenda of producers and associations for years.
As Federdoc President pointed out, “there are rules,
but we do not have a standard that sets them on the
basis of quantifiable numbers certified by a third party is not enough a data collection, even if very valid is
merely informative.
These needs to be something that turns their data
into indexes, and makes them comparable over time.
As for the social context it is obvious that compliance with regulations is sufficient, but we are already
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undergoing certification standards invented by major
retail chains in the rest of the world, which require us
to duplicate work.
The effort must focus on the use of our national standards, i.e. the laws, transforming them not only into
an active response to cogency but also in a certification opportunity that is recognised and that does
not force us to resort to standards imposed by others
which often do not even know the reality of our country. At European level “An example of good practice
is that of some companies in Spain that are approaching the Equalitas standard. I think this is already a
good response. The market - made up of buyers and
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big players - is beginning to consider Equalitas as a
good starting point and a good standard. In conclusion - says Ricci Curbastro - On behalf of the Consortium’s producers I can say that perhaps we have
finally reversed the route, we are writing down more
applicable rules that suit our companies, without, for
once, having to submit”.

events

The Swedish state-owned alcohol monopoly Systembolaget organized a seminar
and roundtable discussion involving the Italian wine producers on October the 11th, in
Verona. The seminar involved Italian Wine
producers and the other Nordic Alcohol
Monopolies: Vinmonopolet (Norway), Alko
(Finland), Rúsdrekkasola Landsins(Faroe
Islands), Vínbúðin (Iceland), hereafter also
quoted as “NAM”). In Systembolaget’s view,
it was important to be sure that Unions and
other relevant industry bodies would attend
the meeting as well, since all are an integral
and important part of the supply chain.
The leading topic was sustainability, and
speeches have been delivered by panelists
from prominent speakers from leading sustainability projects, including Equalitas.
Given its efforts for a unitary vision on sustainability, Federdoc was asked to provide
all the help that was possible to easy the
organization of the meeting, that was finally

held in the fantastic location of Castelvecchio, in Verona.de ll’industria vinicola
The representatives of the monopolies who met in
Verona had dedicated the previous days of the week
to a trip along the Italian peninsula, which saw them
climb up the boot from deep south to north, visiting
some sustainable companies, starting from Torrevento in Corato (Bari) to hear about their extensive
sustainability program and Salcheto in Montepulciano (Siena) to learn more about their integrated work
with environmental and social sustainability within
the framework of the Equalitas certification scheme..
The NAM representatives also met other stakeholders such as the NGO Terra to get greater insight
regarding issues related to migrant workers and un-
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protected labor and the Fontodi winery, led by the
current president of the Chianti Classico Consortium,
Giovanni Manetti and meeting with Valoritalia CEO,
Giuseppe Liberatore, where the group discussed sustainability from a consortium perspective.
The purpose of the meeting in Verona was to better
understand the sustainability challenges of the Italian wine industry. After the exhibitions concerning
some of the main national (including Equalitas) and
international (Amfori-BSCI) references for sustainability in the wine sector, an interesting round table
took place, involving representatives of the monopolies, Italian wine producers, representatives of the
trade associations, all together engaged in a close
confrontation from which the following pivotal points
emerged:
• Alignment of standards would help producers, suppliers, Systembolaget and consumers in making sustainable choices
• Definition of a sustainable product which
can be communicated to consumers
• Strong will for cooperation forward among
the different participants through, e.g. capacity building and continuous dialogue
• Clear incentives for producers/importers who
work more sustainable, e.g. higher pricing, longer listing time, shelf position, greater chance of
winning a tender etc.
• Sustainable packaging is a win-win – for
producers, importers, retailers and customers
Systembolaget and the other monopolies did
thank all the stakeholders at the end of the day
and offered them a gala dinner, with the wish that
the dialogue may go on and evolve into actions.
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focus

Organic trends in Sweden
Åsa Johansson is a Swedish
journalist living in Tuscany.
She writes on wine, food and
travel for Swedish and Norwegian
publications and online.
The Scandinavian countries are very sensitive towards the environment and towards organic
products. According to the market report for 2017
made by the independent market analyst service
EKOWEB the Swedish market for organic food products is growing. In 2017 Sweden bought organic
products for 2.8 billion euro. That is an increase
with 9.8 percent compared to 2016.
The Swedish monopoly for alcohol, Systembolaget,
is the second biggest player in Sweden for organic
products and has a total share of 19 percent of organic product sales. The biggest retailer for organic
products in Sweden is the supermarket chain ICA
that has almost 30 percent of the market share.
In the last years the interest in organic wine in Sweden has increased and so has the sales. But what
does the future look like in Sweden for Systembolaget’s customers? Which thematic will be most important for the Swedish wine market in the future?
Systembolaget says through their press office that,
“there is still a lot of interest in organic products,
but we also see that the big increase that has taken
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place in recent years is beginning to slow down.
There is an increasing interest towards packaging,
mainly because of its major climate impact. We also
hear that there are more people who talk about sustainable wine with different types of definitions
that are currently not having the same meaning all
of them in the same way as for example regulations
for organic farming. This also includes issues relating to social responsibility for improved working
conditions”, says Systembolaget.

Erica Landin-Löfving, a well-known consultant specializing in sustainability and sustainability communication in the food and wine production chain, has
a different opinion.
“The trend and interest in organic products will continue but will become more of a hygiene factor as
more and more producers change towards organic
production. Now there are organic wines in all price
categories (unfortunately even in the lowest, I am
somewhat critical of Systembolaget’s purchasing
processes) but it is still a selling point.
There are more and more customers over time who
will only buy organic wines, although they are still
not in the majority. If I was a winery owner, I would
change the process into organic production. In the
future, all producers will have to prove their sustainable work in one way or another, so it’s just as good
to get used to a more sustainable way of working (in
production, vineyard, and logistics) taking care of all
the paperwork sooner rather than later”

The Swedish monopoly´s value chain with goals
to reach in 2030
Reading the Swedish monopoly´s sustainability report for 2017 you understand that Systembolaget
has set up a value chain with the most important
goals to reach in 2030. The goals were set up by
choosing the seven most important categories from
the United Nation’s seventeen sustainability goals.
The seven goals chosen by the Swedish monopoly
are the following:

3. Good health and wellbeing
5. Equality
8. Decent working conditions and economic growth
10. Reduced inequality
12. Sustainable consumption and production
13. Combating climate change
16. Significantly decrease all forms

of corruption and bribes.
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(The numbers refer to the order in the United Nation´s list for sustainability goals).
Which of these will be most important for the Systembolaget’s customers? Will some goals be more
important than others for the Swedish market?
Erica Landing-Löfving is quite clear about which
goal will get the most attention for the Swedish customers. “Number 12.
The consumer is most concerned about sustainable production, expecting Systembolaget to take
a holistic approach and responsibility while asking
for clearer guidance to find products that not only
meet higher minimum requirements but also help
identify additional sustainable choices.
Different consumer groups will have different views
on the most important parameters (water, CO2, social aspects, pesticide use), but I think the focus
will be greater on what is happening in the vineyard
than in transport or production, even though transport has the greatest impact on carbon footprint”,
says Erica.
Systembolaget has a different opion and thinks tha
there will be more than one goal that will have a
major impact on their customers.
“It is true that we used the UN’s 17 sustainability
goals and identified a number of these with the highest priority for our business, a project we worked
on during 2017. We are aware that sustainability
goals are closely related to each other and that our
business is involved in most of these. At present,
however, we mainly work with four goal that are the
following:”

8. Decent working conditions and economic growth
10. Reduced inequality
12. Sustainable consumption and production
13. Combattere il cambiamento climatico
Are customers willing to pay more?
Looking at the sales statistics from Systembolaget
in the last three months of 2017, the wines that
cost between six and ten euro per bottle has 70
percent of the market share. How much are consumers willing to pay extra for a sustainable certification that includes ethical and social values as
well as the ones concerning the environment? Erica
Landin-Löfving thinks that consumers are not willing to pay extra for another certification.
“I think consumers are not willing to pay anything
extra, but it can give a sales argument that makes
the consumers choose that particular product. At
present, there is no understanding of the various
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certifications focus on different elements and that
it is difficult for the consumers to make conscious
choices. Another complication is that the various
certifications that are on the market also develop
continuously over time when new requirements are
added. Systembolaget explains that for several years they have mapped different certifications and
compared them to their code of conduct called
Amfori BSCI that is a leading global business association for open and sustainable trade, that bring
together over 2,000 retailers, importers, brands
and associations from more than 40 countries

international sustainability programs or how good
they are. For overall sustainability labeling to be
achieved, they must be interpreted and simplified
by Systembolaget or obtaining an international
standard, otherwise, it will be too complicated for
the consumer to familiarize themselves with which
ones are useful and which ones are not. The consumer only wants a simple answer if the product they
choose is a good choice or not. A single scandal
surrounding a certification could cause irreparable
damage”, says Erica Landin-Löfving.
Systembolaget on the contrary thinks that the customers are willing to pay more but says that is
difficult to give a percentage of how much more
that would be.
The importance of customers´ trust
A sustainability protocol that also includes ethical and social aspects can be difficult or could be
perceived as difficult, to control from a consumer
perspective. What is important to gain consumer
confidence?
According to Systembolaget it is true that it could
seem complicated since different sustainability

“We have initiated a project aimed at clarifying communication to the customer, but it
is a complex teamwork and we would like to
see that more players than just Systembolaget are moving this work forward. Therefore,
we have started discussions with other relevant industry actors to eventually land in a
more comprehensive and simpler definition
of sustainable products that can be communicated to customers. What is important
for achieving consumer trust is likely to be
transparency, both in terms of the supply
chain complexity and information about
what the different certifications mean for
the supplier chain’s different players”, says
Systembolaget.
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EXPERIENCE

SALCHETO – SosteNobilEtà Project

Equalitas Sustainable Wineries.
Nine Italian farms have reached the
Equalitas certification for the Sustainable Organization module.
- Az. Agr. Salcheto (Montepulciano)

- Castello d’Albola (Radda in Chianti)

The Winery faces the town of Montepulciano, in
the province of Siena. This is the eastern part of
the territory of Vino Nobile, an area appreciated
and known all over the world for the quality of its
grapes. Beautifully set on a hill top at 605 meters
above sea level, between the Valdichiana and the
Val d’Orcia, Montepulciano was a major Etruscan
settlement in the 4th century BC. Its worldwide
notoriety is also due to hectares of excellent vineyards, the very same that produce the renowned red wine Vino Nobile di Montepulciano DOCG.
The area blends man’s skillful work into the natural
surroundings. Rural urbanization results in a perfect blend between historical urban centers and the
agricultural landscape, where production is often
highly specialized.

- Rocca di Montemassi (Roccastrada)

- Cantina i vini di Maremma (Grosseto)
- Cantina Pitigliano (Pitigliano)
Torrevento (Corato)

- Cantina Produttori Manduria (Manduria)
- Az. Agr. Ricci Curbastro (Capriolo)
- Podere San Cristoforo
(Bagno di Gavorrano)

More about the Equalitas Standard on
our website

Salcheto is today one of the first 9 pioneer wineries
in the certification of environmental, economic and
social sustainability of companies, according to the
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dictates of the most complete international standard, Equalitas, presented at Vinitaly 2018.
Salcheto, which has been managed by Michele
Mannelli since 1997, has been the first “off-grid”
wine company and a pioneer winery in the indexing
of Carbon and Water Footprint. That is why the
company has become a model of environmental
efficiency and innovation for other wineries, creating a synergy which made of Montepulciano one
of the first districts of sustainability in Italy and in
the world.
We asked Mannelli to explain his thoughts on Sustainability, not only as a concept but also as a way
of life.
Today the expression ‘sustainable development’
sounds like an abused concept, often even badly applied within contexts. Can you explain it
to us?
The expression has undoubtedly been misused and
abused, but the theme is vital and requires us to
believe in it, without too much hesitation. In my
opinion it is simply a matter of using the diligence of the good parents of a family in handling our
homes, our environment and society, organizing at
best the family’s resources and economy. In short, I
would start from a holistic view of sustainability, on
which we should not linger, with the goal of understanding and codifying it better and better.

is pursued in order to harmonize economic, social
and environmental instances. It also means that we
act transparently, without hiding any information or
final scope and keeping open to third party verification. And finally, the approach is ethical when the
goal is continuous improvement and intergenerational exchange, because the human social phenomenon cannot be static.

Do you think that today we can talk about an
ethics of sustainability?
This is the point: decades of activism at various
levels are giving us increasingly effective tools to
qualify the approach to sustainability, defining languages, models and standards. In this sense, an
ethical approach to sustainability begins to appear
very clear. Ethical approach means that the goal

Talk to us about your “SosteNobilEtà” project.
To start with, I was eager to underline that today
there is no need to work to define sustainability,
we need to work to implement it. The chosen standard, Equalitas, is in my opinion the most complete
and advanced existing metric, and wineries invested in the equipment that can implement management models which are compatible with it. In this
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way they participated in the construction of a real
corporate IT management dedicated to sustainability, consisting of both large private processors and
small farms associated with the local cooperative.
The three pilot companies have already been spontaneously joined by another dozen already in the
experimental phase, and this shows that in the wine
districts there are the right links to make sustainable development.
“Young people and sustainable development”.
What do Italians think about and what do they
know about the environment in which they live?
I can only say that I am continually amazed by the
great competence of young people on these issues
and their innate interest in contributing to change.
I would say that they are not only “digital natives”
but also “environmental natives”, perhaps because
of the ongoing crisis in which they grew up… but it
does not matter why, they are fertile soil.
From intensive agriculture to sustainable agriculture, organic farming, biodynamic farming, subsistence agriculture and permaculture ... so much
variety or so much confusion?
Well, I think that a little bit of confusion is in fact the
counterpart of the great vitality and interest of our
age on these subjects. But we must stop the race
to create new strands of thought and devote time
and attention to create rules that are transversal to
the various models, in the interest of both companies and consumers. If we don’t establish points of
reference, we cannot expect companies to commit
to them and be rewarded by consumers. We must
once again praise Equalitas, which in years of work
on the supply chain has pursued the objective of
having the right credentials for the best approach
to sustainability, aggregating as many people as
possible on the way and creating a certifiable and
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customer-recognizable system.
As the goal is to involve the wine world, from
operators to wineries in other territories, through oenologists and agronomists, how can we
replicate it in other wine-growing areas? What
could be the slogan to do this?
I would convince them by explaining that it is not a
model they must follow, but a means to ensure that
their model is adequate to the present and future

needs of everyone. And I would add that they probably have no other choice.
At this point, what to expect?
We must expect a start-up period for these new
models of work and life, during which enterprising
spirit should prevail. At the same time we hope that
the institutions play their role in defining the minimum rules of the game, in the interests of everyone. The results will not be long in coming, both in
environmental and social terms, and also in terms
of economic efficiency, namely in the ability to redistribute more wealth using the same resources.
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The Standard

The SOPD Equalitas standard and the Guideline
will be released soon.
By the end of the month new releases of the SOPD
Equalitas standard and Guidelines will be available.
It is essentially a rewording and calibration, based
on the information gathered during the first audit
session by the auditors of certification authorities
and by Equalitas witnesses attending these audits
and on the feedback from the certified companies. It has therefore not affected the structure
of the standard, which has been made more fluid
and comprehensible in its ambiguous parts.
To simplify the shared-reading of the requirements, a significant Guideline was additionally launched. It is the result of a long and painstaking
work by A. Galardi and his close collaborators,
with the involvement of the entire technical-scientific committee of Equalitas (A. Scienza, O. Failla,
D. Tomasi, L. Zanni, C. Scrinzi, S. Ferrante, L. De
Palma, G. Zinzani, P. Zama). The document aims
to guide companies, consultants and other interested parties in understanding the content and
principles of Equalitas standards. Since the level
of competence and experience of the reader is
not predetermined, the contents have been developed assuming a basic level of knowledge.
The text is not a mere description and explanation
of the requirements, it includes several practical
implementation methods.
Back to the Equalitas Standard issue, a crucial
role is played by the simplification providing an
update of the annual calculation for the Carbon
Foot Print and Water Foot Print indicators, for variations exceeding 10% or in the presence of sub-

stantial changes (ie. on the product / or production
process). In case of less than 10% variation it will
be sufficient to update the study partially. It is
understood that at least biennial frequency calculations inherent to the two indicators should be
fully updated.
The updated versions of the Standard and the
Guideline will be available to certified companies
by the end of January.
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